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all who?: it may easacea. - - - - 
Be it, known that , AMEs E4. Agai2013, 

a ciizen of the United States, residing ski Los Angeles, in the county of 6s Angeles 
is and State of California, have is vertei new 
and useful in progenients in Feeditagecha 
inisms for Wrapping-Machines, of which the 
fellowing is a specisication. 

ify invention relate: mo-'e particularly to 
a wrapper feeding 234banisia especially 
adapted to he eRikiyesi fit a wrapper f 
ing mechanisa scias is illustrated and de 
scribed in any U.S. faiers Patent, i.883,383, 

a dated ctober 29, 3.2f}. 
8 ticed gate; it a feeding sieghanisa Yas der. 

scribed which £3 6s 8 tically fed separate 
ghgelis irosia is eii: of wrappe's to the fide 
ing anechanish. Tig ethod of feeding 
separate 33d detrickabie sheets to tie folding 

* mechanism has beers found to be samewhat 
uncertain, as often more than a single sheet 
would lefei at one ine. Again if some of 
the sheets or wrappera on the pile were out 
if like it. Weild (inst the considerable tire 

5 is replacing the: in the proper position, 
this fecessitating excessive care is the part 
of the machine operators. 

In the hereinafter described techanisin 
- have endeavored to obviate the above men 

38 tioned faults which are coimon to all singie 
sheet feeding mechanisms, and to this end I 
have provided a feeding mechanism whereby. 
the pager front which the wrappers are 
formed nay be fed from a roll, cut the re 
uired size, and delivereti, a tomatically to 

the folding mechanism, provision being made 
for intermittently feeding the paper strip 
to machine in an even and positive manner. I accomplish the above recited object by 

flamesans of the device described herein and 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings, 
is which:- 

Figure 1- is a perspective view of my 
improved feeding mechanisia attached to a 
wrapping machine. Fig. 2.- is a plan yiew 
of the feeding and folding mechanism of my 
improved machine. Fig. 3- is a side ele 
yation of a wrapping machine showing my 
in proved mechanism secured thereto, parts of the folding mechanism being omitted. 
Fig. 4.- is a transverse goetion taken on 

s 

45 

at the above sizer - 
is:gs 

isited frog, elevation of the shearing cut 
terg. Fig. 6,-- is an enlarged cross section 
detail of the shearing cutters. Fig. - is 
&Q enlarged detail side elevision of the ii 
tetraittent, feeding device. 

Referring Enore particularly to the draw 
iggs, 8 desigs&ieg the fease of the me cine which is provided with a table 11, 
as the tep it which is secured in 3 suitable 
gaine; this varieta: Wriger ieeding a ridi 
folding Yechanis: 8, 

gisted be aii tale i is guitabie hear 
2 is 3, engiitiisai drive sati, a diaglied 

?o actuate the feeding and feidig tiecht 
alist as if the is cine. 
.gs iné egadi tíazzeof with a grooved driving 
piey 14, coinected to any suitabie-source 
of powsy (rict, shown). This guiley is pro 
vided with S. citichrieber 15, rigidly se 
cured thereto and 3.dapted to engage with st 
similar member 18, splined on shaft 13. 
Member 16 is provided with an antiar 
groove ... which is adapted to be engaged 
by the bifurcated end of a pivoted shifting 
lever 13, to the upper end of which is piv 
oted a silifting rod 19 mounted in bearings 20 
secured to the top of table i by means of 
which shaft 3 is connected or disconnected 
to or from pulley 14. 

Suitably mounted in bearings 25 
to table top 11 and approximately at the 
center thereof is a transyersely disposed 
paper roll carrying shaft 26, upon which is 
mounted an endless roll of suitable wrap 
ping paper 27. This paper before being 
roiled may be suitably inscribed at proper 
intervals. 
To the rear of the paper roll is secured to 

table i.1 a paper roll tension mechanism 
which provides means for increasing the ten 
sion on the paper web as the roll diminishes 
in size. This mechanism is preferably com 
posed of a lever 29, pivotally mounted in a 
earing 80 secured to the table and provided 
on one end with a curved bearing face or 

line 4 4 of Fig. 3 icoking in the direction 
indicated is the arrows. Fig. 5- is a de 

secured 

55 

85 

Shaft 3 is provided. . 

75 

80 

85 

9. 

95 

plate 31 adapted to contact with the periph 
ery of roll 27. The outer or longer end of 
this lever is provided with a curved slot 32 
through which passes a pin 83 rigidly se 

i00 
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cured to the free end of a bifurcated lever 34, the other end being pivotally mounted in 
bearing 36 secured to table 11, Pivotally 
mounted on the ends of pin 33 is an adjust 
able weight 35, by means of which a varying 
tension is maintained on the web of paper 
to feed it smoothly and evenly into the feed 
ing mechanism, which I will now proceed to 
describe. . . . . ~ 
Mounted in bearings 40 secured to the table 

and adjacent the paper roll is a paper feed 
ing mechanism .41, which preferably con 
sists of a lower cylindrical feed roll 42, pref 
erably formed of wood or other similar ma 
terial, and an upper Smaller cylindrical feed 
roll 43 which is mounted in spring actuated 
bearing blocks 44 which are vertically slid 
able in guideways 45 formed in the upper 

20 
ends of bearing 40. This upper roll being 
resiliently forced against the periphery of 
the lower roll will furnish sufficient friction 
on the movement of the lower roll to force 

982,770 

52 to rotate the lower feed roll 41 a. is: 
arrow thereon to feed the requisite length of . 
distance in the direction indicated by 
paper through the severing mechanism. 

in Fig. 3 of the drawings arm 52 is illus 
trated in its lowermost position, and cam 49 with its pivoted dog 46 is in a position to 70 
feed the web of paper forwardly to the 
mechanism. As arm 52 is forced upwardly 
one of the furcations 51 of the lever 52 is 
in engagement with the upper cam slot 49. 
which will force cam 49 for yardly, the dog 
46 engaging with the teeth of ratchet 45 and 75 
rotating it the required distance. On the 
downward return of arm.52, which position 
is clearly illustrated in Fig. 7 of the draw 
ings, one of the furcations 51 of said. arm 
which is in engagement with the lower cam 
slot 49 will force cam 48 downwardly, the 
pivoted dog 46 being disengaged from the 

80 

teeth on ratchet wheel 45, thus preventing. 
any rotation of lower feed roll 4, a sp. E. 

S the paper web forwardly to the severing pressed upper feed roll 43 furnishin 
25 

lower roll 42, is rigidly secured a ratchet wheel 45 which is adapted to be actuated in 
termitteritly a dog 46 pivotally secured to 

30 

35 

bearing 53 on table 11. At approximately 
40. . . . . . . . 

cured to the app " ... * 
posed rod 54, a slot 55 in lever 52 providing 

45 

50 
provided witháin annular groove 59 in which 
the lower end of a pivoted forked shifting 

55 

. 60 
58 is in its operative position on shaft 13 its 

with lever 56 so as to oscillate and cause arm 

an actuating eam 48 which is rotatively 
Cam 48 is preferably provided with a pair 
of open ended curved cam slots 49 in which 

of a pivoted osciliating arm cam actuating 

ing pivotally secured to a bearing 57 secured 
to the underface of table 11. : 

end of this lever is pivotally secured to a 

mechanism which will be described more 
particularly hereinafter. . 
To one end of the shaft. 41 carrying the 

the end of an affin 47 formed integrally with 
mounted on the axis of the lower feed roll. 

re adapted to operate rollers or pins 50 and 
50' which are secured to the bifurcated ends 
lever 52 which is pivotally, mounted in a 
the centerthereof this lever is piyotally se. 

er end of a vertically dise 
a means for adjusting the lever so as to reg 
ulate its movement. The lower end of rod 54, is in pivotal engagerfient with an end 
of a cam actuated lever 56, the other end be 

Lever 56, is adapted to be actuated by a 
can 58 which is splined on shaft 13 and is 

lever 60 is adapted to operate. 1The upper 
shifting rod 61 by means of which cam 58 
is noved longitudinally, along the drive 
shaft so as to throw the irregular cam face 
62 into and out of engagement with cam 
actuating lever 56. . . . 
When the machine is in operation and can 

irregular face 62, will contact at intervals 

cient friction to pse 
tion. By the prov 
of camé2 and 58 enabled to accurately 
determine the ength of paper that is being 
passed through the cutting mechanism. 

its rearward rota 

85 

: of the irregular face . 
90 

The severing oretting mechanism is pref 
erably located on the forward portion of the 
machine directly in front of and adjacent to. 
the feeding nechanism, and it is preferably 
composed of an upper and lower cutting 95 
blade. Lower blade 65 is preferably.com 
posed of two sections 66 and 67 which are, 
Secured to an elevated table top 68 which . . forms a housing for a package folding OO 
mechanism 70 which I have heretofore more particularly described in my U. S. Letters 
Patent.No. 869,389, dated October 29, 1907. 

are secured in a transversely extending block 
72 rigidly secured to table top 68, the heads. 

The two sections of the lower blade are 
preferably mounted on guide pins 71 which 105 

of pins. 71 being in counter-sunk, relation. 
with each of the sections 66 and 67 so that when the upper blade 73 contacts therewith lo 
they will not form an obstruction. The lower: sections are preferably pressed forwardly-by 
means of spring actuated pins 74 which are 
mounted in recesses 75 formed in the cross. 
block 72. . . . 

Upper blade 78, is preferably fo 
lis. 

one piece and is of the configuration asbest. 
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 5 of the drawings, 
the arched configuration of this blade to 
gether with the resiliently pressed lower 
blade enables me to smoothly, and evenly 
sever the paper web fed to it by the feeding 
mechanism. It will also prevent the buc kling of the sheets which is quite important 
owing to the thinness of the paper used, as 

"when the upperblade descends the outer ends. 
. . 

120 

125. 
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or splings of the arch will contact with the outer edges of the web and simultaneously 
shear the material from its edges to the cen 
er thereof. Another important object of 
forming the lower biade into sections and 
providing it with a resilient baeking and the 
&i'ching of the apper biade is that they will 
constantly sharpef themselves while the ma 
chine is in operation: thus doing away with 
the fi'equent stoppage of the is achine in or'- 
der to remove the did blades for re-sharp 
eiting. 
U guidely rigidly sectared in any staitable 

Inanther to the top Of cutting table 68, being 
actuated thereiniy Eileans of rigid arms 77 
which extend dowawardly from the biade 
through bearings (8 secured to table 68 and 
are rigidly secured to a cross-head 79. This 
cross-head is provided with a centrally dis 
posed aperture 80 in which a lifting rod 8: 
is rigidly secured, the upper portion of the 
rod passing through bearing 82. A com pression spring 83 is interposed between 

3G. 

eross-head 9 and bearing 82 so as to force 
the upper blade 73 downwardly, when it has 
reached the limit of its upward movement. 
Lifting rod Si is interiaiteratiy actuated by 
a lifting cam 84 which is rigidly secured to 
shaft 13, its irregular face 85 being so, ar. 
ranged and timed in relation to can 58 on 
the stime siaft that it will force the outer 
blade downwardly when the requisite length 
of paper has been fed between the cutting 
glades. 
The severing niechanisin is provided at 

the Fear of the blades with a transversely 
extending shieki guide 86 which is sect red 
to the inner faces of the guideway 76, for the 

45 

() purpose of gliding gi directing the pape?' 
web between the biasies. 

It will be observed from the foregoing de 
scription that by the novel configuration aid 
arrangement of the shearing biades...I am en 
abled at a times to obtain a perfect shear of 
the paper, the lifting mechanism being so 
arranged as to work at all times evealy in 

50 

conjunction with the pape' feeding teans. 
As the foiding mechanisia for is no par 

ticular part of this invention i will not de 
scribe it further tiar to furnish a general description of its operation in conjunction 

55 

60 

with the paper web advancing mechanism. 
The elevated table to 88 is preferably pro 
vided with a rectangular opening 87. At 
one side of each longitudinally extending 
edge are secured paper guide finger's 88 so 
that the paper which is forced through or 
beyond the cutting blades will be guided 
into its proper position gve opening 87. 
The ends of the two guide fingers 88 are 
connected by means of a transversely extend 
ing member 89 which forms a guide for the 

per blade 73 is preferably mounted in 

8 

placement of the package on the wrapper. 
As soon as the wrapper material is severed 
a package is placed on the wrapper which 
carries it downwarly through the opening 
87 where it is engaged by E. vario is side 
and end wrapping mechanisms which fold 
the wrapper neatly around the package and 
deliver it to the operator. 
The operation of my machine is as foll 

lows:-Clutch member 16 is thrown into en 
gagement with member 15 secured to the 
driving pulley which is actuated from a 
soil ree of power (not shown), and cam 58 is 
57 which actuates the paper advancing mech 
ailisin, and as the paper is fed forwardly 
and the roll diriainishes in size the tension on 
the paper will be properly maintained by 
the tension mechanism hereinbefore de 
scribed. As the lifting carns on the main 
shaft are so arranged in relation to each 
other they will alternately perform their 
several functions at the proper interval, thus 
allowing a constant and even feed of the 
material to the shearing blades. 

It will be observed froin the above de 
scription that have produced an extremely 
efficient nechanism that will /obviate the 
troubles usually experienced with automati. 

Having described my invention, what 
as have been heretofore entanerated anging 

ters Patient is:- 

the objects.gif this invention. 

combination, a feed rollier adapted to ad 
vance the web of paper, a ratchet wheel 
adapted to advance said roller, a car. 
pivotally mounted on the axis of said ratchet 
wheel and haviiig a dog coöperating with 
the teeth of said ratchet wheel, a lever hav 
ing a forked extremity coöperating with 
said can to rock the same, said can having 
slots, pins carried by the forks of said lever 
coöperating with said slots, and means for 
actuating said lever. - 

2. In a machine of the cass described, a 
feed roller adapted to advance the web of 
paper, a ratehet wheel for driving the same, 
a cana pivotally mounted on the central axis 
of said ratchet wheel, a dog carried by said 
can sing with the teeth of said 
ratchet wheel, a lever having a pair of forks, 
one of said forks engaging said cam and af 
fording means for moving the same in a for 
ward direction, the other of said forks af 
fording means for engaging said eam to 
init the forward movement thereof, and 
means for rocking said ever. • 
3. In a machine of the class described,in con 

bination, an elongated frame, a "E mounted transversely thereof, a fee 
w 

roiler 

claim as new and desire to secure by Let 

roller 

65 

gs 

is oved into operative engagement with lever 

8. 

35 

cally operated single sheet paper feeds such 
s 

1. In a Yachine of the ciass described, in 
0. 

15 

110 

5 

20 
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mounted transversely of said frame, a lever wrapping table, and means for disconnect 
mounted on said frame aid extending ioning the driye of said lever from a point near gitudiatiy Beréti, means actuated by said Sei wrapping table. 
lever for rotating said feed roller interfait in witness that claim the foregoing 

is teratiy, a shafs, extending iongitudihaily of have here into subscribed iny name this 288 & 
saic frata, 8, paper cutter it?uaked by Sid day of October, 1963. 
shafi, is eans for sactuating said eye: f'ora J. M. PATTERSON. 
saids 'Fragping table tiebr saic paper Witnesse3: . . . 
citke's, said shaft, againsic cis- Eskij N. A. 8kit AusE, 

i.e. trolling said clutcis from 8 point Fear said Oygg, PA.Y.222s, 

  


